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In mid-October, Industrial average was selling in the 560-570 
area, this letter expressed the opinion that the market was in a buying range and the August 
high of 622 would be bettered in the early part of 1963 and the average would reach the 650-
685 area. On Friday, just a little over a ntonth later, the Industrials reached the lower 
part of the 650-685 objective at the intra-day high of 649.26. We certainly did not expect 
the advance to be as rapid as it has been. There has been no reaction worthy of the name 
since the average reached its intra-dal low on October 24th at 549.65. However, despite 
the steepness of the rise, our technical work indicates no important distributional pattern. 
Of course, a technica.l.correction.of 
expectation, but such a correction would probably be limited to the upper part of the 620-600 
support area. Our opinion remains the same except for timing. The Industrials should 
reach the upper part of the 650-685 area, but probably by January, if not bE\fore. In trading 
accounts, we continue to advise holding commitments and adding to holdings on weakness. 

We have expressed the thought in the past that the present rise from the May-June 
lows would probably not result in new highs in the averages above the 741. 30 high of 1961. 
We believe the market is in a broad consolidating period similar to 1946-1949. The sequal 
to the 1946-1949 consolidation period was the 1949-1961 bull market that advallced from 160 
to 741 in a twelve-year period. Obviously, a comparable rise is not to tie expected in the 
next major bull market. The stock market in 1949 was in the most drastically undervalued 
position in our entire financial history. However, by 1964, or we would expect the 
market to move substantially above the 1961 level. 0 

In the interim, the market will probably havli' e' ica rlance, do some 
more work in a wide trading area between, roughly, nd he market reached a 
major top in 1961 at 741. Usually, a ra: af an important top consists 
of three waves, a down movement followed b ar ase, and then a later downward 

se arket,-we-believe-the'first'wave-was . 

or upward wave. It will proba we\ '8y another downward wave into the 600-525 
completed at the May-June that the market is now in the second 

range before the or Jj ket is completed. 
To truly un t market, it is necessary to break the market down 

into the action of indi . u gr s. While the averages and many individual groups reached 
their highs just about a ye go, many other groups had reached their highs three to five 
years earlier, and ha" een in lengthy bear markets for a long period of time. Included in 

,this classification are some of the largest and most important groups in the economy such 
as Airlines, Aluminums, Automobiles. Building. Chemical, Copper, Machinery, Oils, 
Paper, Railroads, Steel and Textiles. Some of these groups, like the oils, have already 
completed a three to five-year consolidation period and have, from a technical viewpoint, 
formed sufficiently large bases over the past few years to indicate levels well above their 
previoils highs. On the other hand, the groups that reached their highs with the market aver 
ages only a year ago probably have to undergo a longer period of consolidation. After the 
present rally is completed, these groups will probably fall, back to a test of their May-June 
lows. 

In the 'meantime, other than.a.minor_teclmical correctton 
the general market. Most individual issues still have not reached their upside potentials. 
The leaders in the present rise have been the blue chip issues of the larger, cyclical com-
panies. We would expect this type of leadership to continue. Groups that have not yet ad-
vanced sharply, but have attractive technical patterns, include Machine Tools, Mail Order, 
Paper, Rails and Textiles. 

Dow-Jones Ind. 
Dow-Jones Rails 

644.87 
135. 15 

EDMUND W. TABELL 
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